UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM MINUTES
Date: 2/26/2004

Minutes Approved by: ____________________________

TO: Dr. Stephen A. Richters
    Provost

FROM: Dr. Jo Galle, Chair
       Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
       And
       Dr. Lon Smith, Vice-Chair
       Undergraduate Curriculum Committee

FACULTY MEMBERS ABSENT BUT EXCUSED: None
FACULTY MEMBERS ABSENT: None
STUDENT MEMBERS PRESENT: N/A
STUDENT MEMBERS ABSENT: N/A

1. THE DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, GERONTOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, SOCIOLOGY requests:

   Presenter: Dr. Robert Hanser
   Action: CLOSE and REMOVE SOCL307 Cultural Anthropology from and from catalog.
   Level: Undergraduate
   Beginning Term: 044

   APPROVED

2. THE DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, GERONTOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, SOCIOLOGY requests:

   Presenter: Dr. Robert Hanser
   Action: CLOSE and REMOVE GEOS400B Faces of Culture from and from catalog.
   Level: Undergraduate
   Beginning Term: 044

   APPROVED
3. **THE DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, GERONTOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, SOCIOLOGY** requests:

   Presenter: Dr. Robert Hanser  
   Action: CLOSE and REMOVE SOCL300E Faces of Culture from and from catalog.  
   Level: Undergraduate  
   Beginning Term: 044

   **APPROVED**

4. **THE DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, GERONTOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, SOCIOLOGY** requests:

   Presenter: Dr. Robert Hanser  
   Action: ADD new course ANTS 207 “CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY” to the undergraduate catalog.  
   207. CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY. 3 cr. A comparative study of the life and organization of human groups throughout the world, with an emphasis on traditional societies. (Formerly, ANTS and SOCL 307, SOCL 300E, and GEOS 400B)  
   Credit hours: 3  
   Level: Undergraduate  
   Activity Type: LEC  
   Maximum Hours To Be Earned: 3  
   Fixed or Variable: FIXED  
   Cross-Listed:  
   Beginning Term: 044  
   Abbreviated Course Title: CULTURALANTHROPOLOGY

   **APPROVED**
5. THE DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, GERONTOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, SOCIOLOGY requests:

Presenter: Dr. Robert Hanser  
Action: REMOVE ANTS 307 “CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY” from the undergraduate catalog.  
Level: Undergraduate  
Beginning Term: 044  

APPROVED

6. THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION requests:

Presenter: Dr. Bette Kauffman  
Action: ADD Minor “Mass Communications”  
Required Courses: MCOM 201, MCOM 210, MCOM 380, MCOM 481, plus six hours of MCOM electives (3 hours at the 300- or 400-level) total 18 hours  
Level: Undergraduate  
Beginning Term: 044  

APPROVED

7. THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION requests:

Presenter: Dr. Bette Kauffman  
Action: Change catalog content on page 175  
Current Content: The current material states the name of the major, “MASS COMMUNICATIONS,” and the code, “(MCOM),” then lists descriptions for undergraduate courses. 
New Content: Under the “MASS COMMUNICATIONS, (MCOM)” heading, insert:  
- Core requirements for the major: 100, 201, 210, 370, 380, 481, and 490  
- Additional requirements for each of the four concentrations in Mass Communications are listed on page 86 and 87 of the catalog.  
- Requirements for a minor in Mass Communications: 201, 210, 380, 481, plus six hours of MCOM electives, 3 hours of which must be at the 300- or 400-level - total 18 hours  
Beginning Term: 044  

APPROVED